
Chvorov Vladimir (urologist) with wife Tatiana visit Assen at June 20th. 

2019. 

During his impressive European car trip from remote Moscow, crossing through Tsjech 

Republic, Germany, France and Belgium, Vladimir Chvorov MD (urologist, Dwoyka 2015) 

planned to stay for a couple of days in Drenthe. He did this together with his wife Tatiana 

(ophtalmologist). At  the 20th. of June he passed by the city of Assen. A meeting with the 

DEMMA secretary Paul Mulkens was scheduled. 

And so he arrived 

early in the 

afternoon at 

Mulkens’ place 

making a first 

acquiantance 

between the wifes 

Tatiana and Irma. 

Afterwards 

everyone walked to 

the center of Assen 

to visit the Drents Museum. There was an interesting exhibition on the issue of -not so well 

known- Italian painting art in the period between 1860 and 1910, at the time of unification of 

the state of Italy. The title of the exhibiting: “Sprezzatura”. After closing time it was decided 

to sit down on a sunny café terrace at the Markt square. Afterwards back to Mulkens’place to 

have the home made dinner, prepared by 

Irma Mulkens, at a sunny roof terrace. 

Because the accommodation was in 

Emmen the way back in the evening to the 

hotel was -to drive alcohol free- not by car 

but by bus. A pity it was impossible to have a 

look at a Russian license plated car in Assen. 

The visit actually had a privat profile. 

Nevertheless some DEMMA matters were 

talked over. It proved out Vladimir still 

have a lot of contacts with his colleague 

urologist in Emmen Ben Knipscheer. A get together meeting in Emmen was already 

scheduled. Also Vladimir told about the Knipscheer’s  privat visit together with his wife  to 

Mytischi, one month previously. In conclusion everybody enjoyed this cheerful flash visit 

confirming the firm ties between Mytischi and Drenthe in the framework of DEMMA.  

 

 


